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Benefited greatly from the kind hospitality and effort 
Gregory Smits 

On May 12 and May 13, 2015, a group of students from Pennsylvania State 
University traveled to Mito to visit Ibaraki University and to participate in activities 
with Ibaraki University Students and faculty. The Pennsylvania State University (PSU) 
students were: 

Patricio DE LA FUENTE DURAN 
Jie GAO 
Yang HONG 
Xing Yi HUANG 
Chencheng QIAN 
Andrew RADICK 
Kirk SYNNESTVEDT 
Cody WILTROUT 

Haruko IWAMI, instructor of Japanese, and Gregory SMITS, associate professor of 
history, participated as faculty leaders. 

The Penn State student participants for 2015 represented a variety of majors. Some 
were familiar with Japan and could speak Japanese, and some had little or no 
knowledge of Japan. Formal activities included lectures on topics connected with 
history and culture and field trips. PSU students also toured Ibaraki University and 
met with groups of Ibaraki students for informal activities. Many PSU students 
mentioned that these informal activities were especially valuable and enjoyable. 

For most of the PSU students, the highlight of the visit was the homestay. The PSU 
students are thankful for the wonderful experiences provided by their homestay 
families. During the final day in Mito, PSU students gave presentations, participated in 
a farewell party, and participated in informal activities. The total stay in Mito for most 
of the students was one week. All of the PSU students benefited greatly from the kind 
hospitality and effort of their hosts, the students and faculty of Ibaraki University. 
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PSU

Incredible Experience  

During this two-week program, I was very fortunate to be able to host the Ibaraki 

Students around Penn State’s campus. Not only was it a great time, but also in just two 

short weeks I became very close friends with some of the students, and I learned so 

much from them. It was truly an unforgettable experience, and will be one of the 

highlights of my time at Penn State. 

Currently, I am studying Japanese at Penn State and will be studying abroad at 

Ibaraki next semester. Before this Independent Study, I thought that I had known a lot 

about Japanese culture, people, and student life. However, through my interactions 

with the students I realized that there was so much more to learn. No matter how much 

I read about the culture or researched statistics about students, the real learning came 

from my interactions and conversations with the Ibaraki students I met.   

To have had this opportunity before I study abroad in Japan was a great relief. 

Many of the Ibaraki students wanted to practice their English, but it also gave those of 

us studying Japanese a chance to speak with native speakers outside of the classroom.  

I was able to make friends and connections that will be helpful while I am at Ibaraki, as 

well as lifetime friendships that I will never forget. I can’t wait for my study abroad 

term to begin so that I can see everyone again, and I hope that many more Ibaraki 

students come to visit Penn State!  
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Getting to know Ibaraki Student 

The first day I met our Ibaraki student. She was a very outgoing and nice person. I 

could already tell that our group was very fortunate to have her. Even though she just 

arrived in America, she was excited about the color run just as much as I was. From 

that point on out, she and my group shared many moments in many events. I enjoyed 

my time with my student. It was thanks to her that I am inspired to understand the 

Japanese culture. 

I can tell she is a hard working person and tries her best in everything. Even 

though she is really good at her English there are times where she had trouble 

understanding or saying something in English. I gladly helped her with her English. 

Sometimes when I don’t know how to say something in Japanese, she is there to help me. 

I learned a lot of new Japanese words thanks to her.  

I have come to understand that Japanese students are almost like Penn State 

students in some ways. When the Japanese student and her other classmates played 

basketball with other Penn state students, it showed me how we all are similar and that 

we can all get along very well. I think this was the most fun she had because she was we 

all enjoyed playing together. 

She was very happy to be here in America doing things we Penn State students 

enjoy doing most. I was happy with how everything worked out and with my group 

members we were able to take her to do things like ice skating, playing basketball, 

eating American food, and sightseeing all over the campus. She had a wonderful 

personality and not a single moment was I ever bored with her. Her appearing in Penn 

State meant a lot to me and my other group members. We created many good memories 

and shared a lot of good time together, it will be something I will never forget. 
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5 PSU
Q. Your stay in Mito and communications with students  

It was very fun. I talked of one thing and another with students, and I knew new 
aspects of Japan 

It was one of my favorite parts of the trip.  Before coming over to Japan I was very 
nervous because I did not know much Japanese, but the students were very good at 
speaking English and tried very hard to communicate with me.  I really enjoyed 
talking with the students and really getting to know them and learn more about 
Japan.  I also enjoyed Mito more than Tokyo because it just seemed more inviting, 
likely because of how welcoming Ibaraki University was. 

My stay in Mito was a wonderful experience that I will remember for the rest of my 
life, and all my communications with Ibaraki students were meaningful, challenging, 
and incredible. I wish I had time to study abroad at your university! All of you made 
us feel so welcome and I will never forget that.   

I absolutely loved my stay in Mito, and the communications I had with the students. 
Having a first hand experience with being actually in Japan is something that a 
textbook couldn’t teach someone. Being able to be immersed in the culture is 
something that I will always remember. 

My stay at Ibaraki University was one I will never forget. Everyone was really nice and I 
felt at home. I really hope to come back again one day. Getting to meet so many of the 
students was a great experience. The city of Mito is beautiful and I miss being there so much. 

I enjoyed my stay in Mito and communicating with the Ibaraki University students. 
When communicating with the students, we would talk about our interests as well as 
our impressions on Japan and was very interesting. 

I could see life of Japanese middle city at Mito. Because both of Ibadai and PSU 
students do something, I (=leader) had too much time on one’s hands. But it was fun 
to wander by myself. I didn’t have very much time to talk with Ibadai student, but 
they always replied honestly and comfortably. So I feel friendly to them. 
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Q. Lectures by Ibaraki University professors. 

I learned a lot of things from professors but I think the lectures were a little long. 
Professor Fu’s lecture was interesting. In America, racial prejudice is one of serious 
social problem. It was informative because she explained by using example about 
racial problem in Japan. 

I thought the lectures were very nice.  My favorite lecture was the one on the 
foreigners being kicked out of the Onsen.  I thought that lecture was very 
informative and I learned something I didn’t know.  America faces similar issues so 
it was interesting to see it from a different angle in a different country.  We were 
actually asked to leave a restaurant in Tokyo for being foreigners so I was grateful 
that I knew about it before it happened. 

The lectures were both informative and interesting (for me). I cannot remember the 
professor’s name, but the history lecture was my favorite because my major is Japanese 
history. My second favorite was the lecture on Japan as a multi-cultural society. 

All of the lectures done at the university were extremely well done. All four of them 
were very informative and had the right amount of comparison between Japan and 
America. My favorite of the four lectures was the primer on Japanese language. I 
enjoyed it because it was a helpful reminder for me as I am studying the language. 

I enjoyed getting to listen to the many lectures that were presented. Unfortunately I 
can not remember names, but the lecture which was the best to me was the one which 
talked about international policies throughout Japan’s history, such as not allowing 
anyone except Japanese people into public Onsens. I found that very interesting to me. 

They were all very helpful. I particularly enjoyed Professor Fu’s lecture owing to the 
subject matter. 

The lectures by the Ibaraki University professors were interesting and hit multiple 
points of interests on Japan. Between the lectures by the professors, I found the 
lecture on racial discrimination by Professor Tsuke most interesting. This is because 
the open discrimination that was being shown was surprising for its time period, such 
as the one at the soccer game. 
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I took three lectures (excluding professor Fu’s lecture). The most interesting lecture 
was the lecture about placement of Japan in the modern era Asia. PSU students 
included Chinese, so I was afraid what the student should think when the student 
heard Japanese’s idea which despise China. To think such thing objectively is 
informative. I think that presentation to encourage to study at Ibaraki University 
was a little irrelevant, because many students didn’t think to study abroad there.  
Speaking about the lecture about linguistics, I think the number of students who 
were interested in language was short. 

Q. Field trip. 

It was very fun. My favorite was Kairakuen. I was really glad because I’m interested 
in building of ancient Japan. 

The field trip was really fun, I really enjoyed visiting the shrine, but I think my 
favorite part was going to the mall.  It was fun to walk around and shop with the 
students doing something I would do in America and seeing how different the 
experience was in Japan. 

The trip to the mall was my favorite because we got to go to a mall unlike any in the 
United States, and got to see many Japanese stores. My second favorite was the trip 
to the Inari Jinja because of its historical and spiritual significance and further 
chance to get to know IbaDai Students. 

It was awesome. My favorite place we visited was the mall, because I think it 
encompasses the true culture of modern Japan. We were able to gain an insight into 
the current trends and traditions that occur while we were there briefly, and it was 
interesting to compare and contrast between malls in Japan and malls in America. 

I loved the field trip. I have always been a person who likes to explore and see new 
things, and going to the park was definitely my favorite. The greenery was 
magnificent and the old traditional tatami-filled building was quite interesting. One 
of the best parts to me about the field trip was not only exploring the three places, but 
exploring them with the other Ibaraki students. That time allowed me to see new 
things, but also meet new people and hear about their lives. 
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It was very fun, I particularly enjoyed the time at Kairakuen. The scenery at 
Kairakuen was extremely nice and the history of the Kobuntei left an impression. The 
view from inside the Kobuntei was particularly nice especially at the top of the 
building where a large part of the park is in view as well as the Senba Lake. 

I wish we could have had plenty of time to see Kairakuen and Kobuntei. The students 
stopped to observe because everything was novel for them. I enjoyed the mall, too. 
The Kasama Shrine was good. The shrine was not very crowded (because it was 
weekday?). Speaking about Kasamayaki, if we could not only buy souvenir but also 
see people who work, it might be fun. 

Q. Regarding your cooking experience. 
   

I wished cooking at the class when I watched such scene in Anime. I was glad to be 
able to take the class of cooking. 

I had a good time cooking.  The students helped a lot and made sure we made 
delicious food.  It was even better when we got to share it with them.  I really 
enjoyed seeing how to cook some traditional Japanese food. 

The class was informative, fun, and delicious! An English copy of the cooking 
directions would have let the American students do more, but it was fun regardless. 

I loved the cooking portion of the stay at the university! We were able to have some 
hands on experience with Japanese cooking, as well as work directly with the 
Japanese students in helping prepare the food. It was so much fun! 

Cooking was fantastic! I am not the best cook, but the students were extremely 
helpful! The food tasted great (just like all of the food I had in Japan). I loved Japan’s 
food so much, that I even did my presentation on food. You might remember it! 

Fascinating to see the class facility and to watch everyone working together. 

The cooking class was very fun and enjoyable as I also have a hobby with cooking. I 
particularly enjoyed learning how to make miso soup as well as tamagoyaki. 
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Q. Campus tour on the first day of the program 

It was hot, but I think the tour was good because I could talk with students. 

The tour was nice.  It gave me a feel for the campus and made it easier to navigate 
later, I liked seeing the clubrooms and the magic show was fun.  I also really enjoyed 
visiting the shrine by the school. 

Good (the campus is beautiful), but I felt that seeing the dorms would have helped 
those who want to study abroad make their choice. 

The campus tour was very thorough and there was a lot to learn from such a beautiful 
campus. We were taken to the nearby shrine, and had the oppotunity to view both the 
clubs and club rooms that were available to the students. 

I enjoyed touring the campus. I got to see the campus lively with students and witness 
how it differed from my campus back home. 

The campus tour on the first day was very informational as I was able to learn more 
about the campus and where things were. 

Q. Homestay on weekend 

It was wonderful. I learned the depth of Japanese culture. I was thankful to host 
mother and father since they were kind to me. 

Yes, I loved it!  The whole trip made me feel like I was a part of Japan not just a 
visitor, and this definitely helped with that.  It was so fun to feel like a member of 
the family and to go around and do things with them, to really see what it is really 
like inside a Japanese home, it was definitely a valuable experience. 

It was my favorite part of the entire eleven days we were in Japan! The Murayama 
family was lively, nice, and so welcoming. I still talk to Kazuki every few days and 
hope he can come visit me at Penn State soon. 

The homestay was my favorite portion of the whole experience. Being accepted by a 
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Japanese family and building that sort of relationship is something I will never forget 
for the rest of my life. The next time I return to Japan, even if it's not to Ibaraki 
University, I would still like to see the Hasegawa family (My homestay family) again. 

My homestay was amazing. I felt like I had lived with my family my whole life. They 
treated me like I was one of their own children; took me to a Hollyhock soccer game, 
AEON Mall, the Twin Ring Motegi Racecourse, and the Honda Collection Hall! They 
served me great homemade food and introduced me to some of their favorite 
restaurants (which are now also my favorite restaurants). I really hope I get to see Mr. 
and Mrs. Hasegawa again! I miss them like family! 

Yes, the homestay on the weekend was very enjoyable and together with my homestay 
were able to do many things. 

Q. Last day’s farewell party 

Sushi was delicious! I will take a good care the souvenir I received. 

The farewell party was fun but sad.  I made really good friends and was sad to say 
good bye, but I couldn’t have asked for a better send off. 

Really fun but also sad to say goodbye! Afterward, the Penn State students went with 
some IbaDai students to Karaoke and Dinner which was really fun. 

It was a very nice sendoff and an extremely appreciated gesture. To be accepted by 
Ibaraki University in such a fashion was the ultimate showing of Japanese hospitality. 
I can not thank those involved enough in putting the party together for us. 

The farewell party was a lot of fun! I got a bunch of stuff to take home as mementos of 
my stay, along with getting to eat tons of sushi. I also was told to try the sea urchin 
sushi. That was certainly a… unique experience! Needless to say, I now know that I 
do not really like sea urchin. Otherwise everything was fantastic! 

It was an enjoyable end to a beneficial program. 

The farewell party was enjoyable and we were able to end the stay at Mito with 
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smiles on our faces. 

The farewell party was indeed handmade by students. I was thankful. 

Q. Hotel when you were staying in Mito. 

Great. The room was large and the breakfast was delicious. 

No the hotel in Mito was amazing!  It was honestly the one of the nicest hotels I’ve 
ever stayed in.  The rooms were very clean and had anything I needed, the hotel staff 
was also very kind and helped us whenever we needed it. 

None at all! I have never experienced such hospitality. 

There were no problems at all with the hotel we stayed at in Mito, in fact, the 
employees there were incredibly helpful when we approached them with problems 
about mistakes that we had.  

The hotel was absolutely beautiful. I felt like I was a king living in his palace. The 
employees were very nice and the breakfast served every morning was delicious. The 
beds were comfortable and the rooms were squeaky clean. I would not have minded 
staying there for a few more days! 

There were no problems with the hotel I was staying at in Mito and I believe it is the 
same for the other participants as well. The location of the hotel was very convenient 
as well as the convenience store was located at the first floor of the hotel. There were 
also many restaurants located near the hotel as well. 

The hotel was very comfortable. May the hotel be long-lived! 

Q. Please tell me your opinions to make this program better. 

This program is good enough. How about trusting the schedule of next summer. 

The trip overall was very enjoyable and I definitely learned a lot.  One thing I would 
encourage is maybe a little more explanation before the trip.  Like the schedule in 
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English ahead a time.  Also perhaps after you decide the groups for each student, 
make a way for the students communicate with each other before they meet.  Other 
than that I thought the trip was wonderful and really enjoyed your hospitality thank 
you very much, I look forward to seeing you and Japanese students in the fall. 

Maybe provide an optional “class” for people to learn more about studying abroad 
individually. Some students are truly interested and would love more help. 

I honestly believe that the program is almost perfect, we had such a rich experience in 
a multitude of different Japanese cultural events and experiences. I would 
recommend a trip abroad like this to any of my peers. Truly, thank you very much! 

Honestly, I was so taken aback by everything that it is hard for me to even say that there 
was anything wrong with the program. I am so unbelievably thankful for your and your 
staffs’ hard work at putting this program together. It was a life-changing experience. The 
only way I could see this program being more enjoyable is by going to more places like we 
did on the field trip and learning about historical events while at the famous sites. I 
really wanted to see Fujisan but I didn’t get the chance to unfortunately, so other people 
might like to do that too! Those things are just my personal opinions, otherwise, I loved 
everything which we did! Thank you so much for this wonderful experience! 

I think that everything is just right as it is. The extensive participation of the Ibaraki 
University students made the program especially beneficial for the Penn State 
Students. Students seems especially to enjoy and benefit from the informal gatherings. 

Perhaps there could be more time for the students to socialize with each other and 
learn more about each other. Other than this, I am unable to think of anything else 
that would possibly make this program better in anyway as the students did a lot for 
us and there is nothing more I could ask for. 

It is desirable that there be one “theme” overall (it may be difficult when students 
who have various interests participate), and do the lectures, fieldwork, discussion, 
and interview based on the theme. Furthermore, it is desirable that the students ask 
Ibadai students’ help to decide individual theme (it may be difficult because both of 
students’ lack of language skill and insight).                            (End)
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If you go to an uninhabited island, what do you take? 
Nobuyuki KOSUGIYAMA  

When you hear the word, “uninhabited island”, what kind of island do you imagine? 
First of all, please see this picture. This picture is one of the Japanese uninhabited 
islands, “tomogasima”. This island is the uninhabited island which resembles the 
Rapyuta’s view of the world. Rapyuta is a famous movie which represents Japan. I like 
the beautiful scenery and nature very much. Also, I like barbecuing and going camping 
in the beautiful scenery. I have a dream. The dream is living on this uninhabited island. 
On the uninhabited island I need to be self-sufficient, and I try to use my courage, but 
an uninhabited island is different from the rest of our country. There are no people there 
or tools. Now I have an interesting question. The question is: “if anyone goes to an 
uninhabited island, what do they take there?” Is it really the same throughout the 
world? Or is it different? I think it is different depending on the country. That's because 
there are respective national characters in the respective countries, and the things one 
needs in case of an emergency are also different. Certainly, someone may think that 
even if a country is different, the people would need the same things just in case, but I 
think it’s different what someone needs and where someone puts emphasis depending 
on the person and the place where that person lives. 

So I researched as follows. I gave a questionnaire that asked “if you go to an 
uninhabited island, what do you take there?” and seven PSU students, five 
international students in Ibaraki University, and ten Japanese students responded. I 
didn’t show the definition of an uninhabited island because I want to know if the image 
the respective person has for the uninhabited island is the same or different. During 
totaling the questionnaire I found a certain tendency. That tendency is as follows: Asian 
people first think “to survive” and the things they need to survive. On the other hand, 
European and American people think it’s necessary to survive, but it’s also important to 
have a good time there. To be concrete, in the answer of Asian people (Japanese 
students, Chinese international students, Korean students, polish international 
student) the most common answers were “survival knife” and “sleeping bag.” Japanese 
students answered that because a survival knife could have various uses, they need it. 
As for the sleeping bag, sleep is necessary to live, and they answered as expected. The 
international student from China also answered that because it’s possible to use a 
survival knife for various uses such as gathering food, getting the material for dwelling, 
as well as protecting oneself and getting a fire going. There are various uses for one tool. 
Like this, when Asian people think about the life in uninhabited island, they don’t first 
think about playing, first they think to survive. In short, I found that Asian people think 
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it’s difficult to go to uninhabited island and live in. Moreover as a result of the 
questionnaire, I found that Asian people think that the uninhabited island has some 
fruits and plants which they can cook using the survival knife, and the climate of the 
island is relatively mild so one can sleep by sleeping bag. 

Well then, how are European and American people? During totaling my 
questionnaire I had an interesting discovery. I found out that a way of thinking with 
Asian people is clearly different. For example, in the answer of European and American 
people there were few practical things such as survival knives and sleeping bags and so 
on. In the answer of those questions there were almost none of the same answers and 
everything was unique. I was impressed. In the answers, I will show you what I think is 
strongly different from Asian people’s answer. The PSU student who is from 
Pennsylvania answered that he wants to take a hot air balloon to the uninhabited 
island. He said it’s because he would like to see the beautiful scenery before he dies. 
This answer surprised me, because I don’t think that I want to see the beautiful scenery 
when I think about going to the uninhabited island. Much more, I don’t come to the idea 
of taking a hot air balloon and seeing the scene from the top. I think it is the answer 
which has a dream, and the way of thinking like this is wonderful. I think this student 
probably regarded going to the uninhabited island as a kind of travel and first he thinks 
about how he can enjoy himself. I found that because one other student answered that 
the book to enjoy himself is needed as much as the survival knife, European and 
American people think that it’s also important to survive, but the most important thing 
is to enjoy the life of uninhabited island. Moreover, I found out that European and 
American people consider the uninhabited island to be resourceful just like Asian people 
think, in addition to the beautiful scene spread all over the island. 

Like this, from the survey result I found out that what people take to uninhabited 
island is very different between Asian people and European and American people. But, 
why are they different? I think the difference of the national character is one of the big 
factors. According to the site, Platinum Date Blog by BrainPadn, in 1980 by G Hofstedo 
Various national cultures (national character) were measured and indexed 
quantitatively. This is “the Hofstedo Index”. This makes the national character of each 
nation digitized. Also, according to “the Hofstedo Index,” concerning a strong tendency 
in the avoidance of uncertainty, Japan and Korea recorded higher scores than various 
European and American countries. In short, this index shows Japan and Korea tend to 
avoid thinking about uncertain things and are fond of thinking about practical things. 
Therefore, Asian people answered realistic and practical things such as survival knives 
or sleeping bags to avoid thinking about uncertain places like uninhabited island. But, 
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interestingly, in my questionnaire Chinese international students and PSU students 
from china answered practically, but in “the Hofstedo Index”, the strength of a tendency 
to avoid uncertainty isn’t strong. In the field of Epicureanism or Stoicism, various 
countries of Europe and America recorded high scores, and I found they were 
Epicureans and Asian people were Stoics. Epicureanism is the way of thinking that 
seeking one’s own pleasure is good. For this, I think European and American people 
think about enjoyment first when they think about going to an uninhabited island. 

I thought the way of thinking between Asian, European, and American people was 
different, but I was surprised that it’s even more different than I thought. Furthermore 
I was very stimulated by European and American people’s way of unique thinking and 
abundance of their imagination. I think it is not bad to think realistically and 
practically like Asian people, but if I can think uniquely like European people and 
American people, my life will be more abundant, and I can see different points of view. 
So I think I'd like to take a European and American way of thinking and be the person 
who can understand people's various national ways of thinking, while keeping the 
Japanese and Asian way of thinking. 

How students think about studying abroad 
Risa SUZUKI 

The topic of my presentation is how students think about studying abroad. The 
reason that I chose this topic is because I feel that studying abroad is close to me. 
Studying abroad is popular in Japan. Depending on the school, students are given the 
chance to experience cultural exchange programs like the one between Penn State and 
Ibaraki University. Others go to long-term study abroad and pay on their own. Ibaraki 
University is very enthusiastic about the international cultural exchange project and 
makes it easy for students to have these experiences. So I want to know how various 
students feel about studying abroad. 

I gave the questionnaire to the international students at Ibaraki University and 
PSU Students. 

These are the questions to the international students:  
1. Why did you decide to go abroad to study? 
2. Why did you choose this country? 
3. Are you satisfied with studying abroad life? 
4. Where do you want to visit in America (or Japan)? 

These are the Question to PSU and Ibaraki University students: 
1.  Are you interested in studying abroad? 
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2.  If you can, what countries do you want to go to study abroad? 
3.  Why do you choose that country? 
4.  If you can go to that country, what do you want to do? And where do 
you want to visit? 
5.  Where would you recommend visiting for the people who are studying 
abroad in America (or Japan)?  

I think that going abroad makes people more well-rounded. I think the reason 
students choose a country is whether they are interested in that country, how safe the 
country is and what language its people speak. 

First, I will talk about the international students of Ibaraki University. I looked at 
how many international students who study at Ibaraki University. There are two way 
come to University. One is government aid, and other is private expense. Including 
undergraduate and graduate students, there are 275 international students enrolled at 
Ibaraki University. The details are as follows. 84 Humanities students, 20 Science 
students, 18 Education students, 32 Agriculture students, and 121 Engineering 
students. Ibaraki University has total 8182 students, so the percentage of international 
students is about 3%.  

International students come from 19 countries. 165 students come from China. 26 
students come from Vietnam. 23 students come from Korea and Malaysia each, 7 
students come from Afghanistan, 6 students come from Indonesia, 4 students come from 
Egypt, 4 students come from Taiwan, 3 students come from America and 3 students 
come from Thailand. 

Seconds, these are the Ibaraki University international student’s answers.
“Why did you decide to go to abroad to study and chose this country?” 

“I want to study Japanese culture” 
“To have new experiences”  
“To learn Japanese” 
“I have a scholarship” 
“To have experiences in another country” 
“I can only speak Japanese as a second language.” 
“I have family in Japan.” 

These are the PSU international student’s answers. 
“Why did you decide to go to abroad to study and chose this country?” 

“To study English” 
“To see the world”  
“To have new experiences” 
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“My country has not many good universities” 
“My country has a difficult college entrance exam” 

These are the Ibaraki University international student’s answers. 
“Is your life of studying abroad satisfactory?”  

About 80% of foreign students answered “I’m satisfied” or “I’m a little 
satisfied.” The reason is “I’m having new experiences”, “I’m interested to live 
in Japan” and “Because my dream was realized.” But people who are not 
satisfied said “Because I don’t speak Japanese well.” 

These are the PSU international student’s answers. 
“Are you satisfied with life studying abroad?” 

   Their opinion is 
YES

    “I’m having new experiences” 
    “I’m interested in American culture.  For example art, 
   drama and stage arts.” 
NO 

    “I like my home country” 
These are the PSU and Ibaraki University student’s answers. 
 “Are you interested in studying abroad?” 

The all PSU students who was asked by me answer “Yes.” 
But the 60% Ibaraki students answer “Yes.” 

These are the PSU and Ibaraki University student’s answers. 
“What country do you want to go to studying abroad?” 

72% of PSU students chose Japan to studying abroad. 
14% of PSU students chose England and 14% chose Spain. 
45% of Ibaraki University students chose America. 
22% of Ibaraki University students chose Australia and Canada. 
11% of Ibaraki University students chose France. 

These are the Ibaraki University student’s answer. 
“Why you choose that country?” 

America 
  “Because the official language is English.” 
  “I want to learn about musicals.” 
  “I’m interested in American culture and I have a favorite movie actor who 
is American.” 
CANADA 
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  “I want to try Canadian food.” 
  “I heard Canada is comfortable.” 

In conclusion PSU and Ibaraki University students had similar answers. My 
expected result is almost right. When thinking about study abroad, they are considering 
culture, safety and language. I made a lot of new experiences from this program, so I 
wish everyone who wants to go abroad can get a chance too. 

About NINJA 
Miho ARAI 

NINJA is a name of an individual or a group which served daimyos and feudal 
lords or that seemed to espionage activities, sabotage, assassinations on them own. 
They were active from Kamakura era [1192] to Edo era [19C]. There are many types of 
NINJA , for example powerful local clans like Iga and Kohga, or gang of thugs. 

The reason why I chose this topic, many Japanese books which introduced about 
foreigners speech and behavior such as “Nihonjin-no-siranai-nihongo: Japanese which 
Japanese people don’t know” says foreigners have wrong view of Japan about cosplay, 
NINJA, etc. So I wanted to know how different between Japanese and foreigners view of 
NINJA and I searched about foreigners view of NINJA. 

First, I introduce NARUTO, one of most popular comic books all over the world. 
This is a NINJA story. The main character named Naruto is a backward pupil but he 
make extra special efforts and become HOKAGE, which was the top of NINJA in this 
story. There are many magic of ninja and characters. It is very fun and exciting. 

I will tell you about foreigner’s thoughts of NINJA which is based on surveys in 
images. NINJA wears black clothes is most popular, and costumes NARUTO’s 
characters wearing are second popular. They do not think NINJA dog and showy game’s 
character is NINJA. The reason why they answered so, I think that they know 
NARUTO [11 of 12 know NARUTO], and they seemed to  perceive mob dress in black 
as NINJA. They enumerate image of NINJA such as a spy, black, fast, cool, a male, an 
assassin. I felt doughtful about no reference of KUNOICHI female NINJA, but if 
foreigners think that mob appear in NARUTO is real NINJA, I can understand it, 
because all mob look as man. I want to know they take NARUTO as fabrication to what 
extent and how that being explained in English. In addition, I will talk about costume of 
NINJA. Most people think that NINJA’s clothese are black and full dress and I thought 
so. Actually,  the colors are navy-blue or kaki persimmon. The color of black stick out 
the shadows of night so it is not appropriate color to hide. Otherwise, there is an opinion 
that the color of ripe kaki was based on Iga and Kohga area’s farming clothes’ color so 
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the possibility of be suspect is slight. The color of most existing NINJA clothes are a 
party of kaki and kure. The image known as black clothes is invention and it seem to 
derive Sarutobi Sasuke and Kirigakure Saizo. Even Japanese may feel shock. 

According to questionnaire, most popular magic of NINJA is throwing stars, second 
is magic to create body- doubles and walking on surface of water. They answer big 
throwing stars and smoke screen are really exist. I did not reference size of throwing 
star so I do not know how large is the size of throwing stars. Though magic to create 
body-doubles is creation, walking on surface of water and smoke screen, throwing stars 
are real existence. There are books of magic of NINJA to date, it was written from Edo 
era. This books is gone in Gosha no jutsu five verbal skills to control other person 
psychologically, Tonjutsu NINJA art of escape etc. Today, there was Fujita Seiko who 
called a successor of magic of NINJA lived in middle of Showa era. And there are few 
martial arts instructors who call themselves introduce magic of NINJA now. 

A foreigner answered yes for the question “ do you think NINJA exist in Japan 
now?”, 11 people said no. The reason why there are no NINJA in Japan now, a student 
says NINJA is historical thing, other student says NINJA is an open secret. The latter 
may have a taboo which Japanese feel hard to understand. Others opinions are high 
technology disturb NINJA’s espionage activities by installing security cameras, guns 
are stronger than NINJA, assassination is not needed now, from NINJA to yakuza, 
harsh opinion NINJA exist just in movies, etc. A question of historical date NINJA exist 
show variation in the data. Most of people answer the era is from 11C to 13C. I think 
they may feel something mysterious for old age. Cause of vanishing NINJA was 
establishing the police, Japanese army, Japanese navy when an era shifted Meiji era. 
NINJA lost their energetic activity places and hired new job such as a police or relating 
job. And the after the Second World War, animations that are based on comic books like 
“Rurou ni Kenshin”, “NATUTO” are made and have been popular all over the world. 

At last, I was shocked that black clothes is not real. While survey, it was impressed 
that many answers are influenced by fiction. Some questions made me feel that 
foreigner think spy is higher rank than NINJA and today’s NINJA is a boy/girl of the 
new generation, isn’t it? Because they live now. For foreigners, NINJA take over old 
good Japan and do not share in the benefit of latest high technology and use throwing 
stars and wisdom freely, run in the moonless night may be an accurate figure of NINJA. 
In that case, I think it is interst. 
Reference  Wikipedia 
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Difference of color sense 
Iori OSONE 

I’d like to show you about difference of color sense between Japan and foreign 
countries especially united states. One of my hobbies is eating delicious food. So I 
usually go to stores that sell foreign products to find out rare goods which I can’t usually 
buy from daily stores in Japan. Every time I go there, I think some things are different 
in color package design between Japan and foreign countries. I can clearly tell the 
difference between which goods is made in Japan and which goods is made in overseas 
countries, even when they are arranged in same shelf. My major is information culture. 
So, I have a class to create simple electronic book. So I’m interested in package design 
and color combination characteristic of oversea countries. I want to know difference of 
color combination and visualization. So I investigated difference of color sense and 
recognition between Japanese university students and PSU students. 

I asked five questions to 10 Japanese students and 10 PSU students. 

1 Did you feel difference of color sense or color combination? 
2 When did you feel it? 
3 Which products do you want to buy? 
4 What do you have image about Japan or Japanese? 
5 What do you have image about America or American? 

My expectation is that almost all people can feel the difference of color combination. 
The reason is that there are many stores selling foreign goodies in stations and 
shopping malls in Japan, so Japanese students have many opportunities to feel the 
difference of color combinations from different countries. Also, as there are many such 
stores, I expected that Japanese student can feel difference of color sense when they see 
snack packages or stationaries. And for PSU student, I expected that they would feel 
sense of color difference regarding Japan when they think of Kimono and decorative 
arts of Japanese castle. 

For the first question, “have you ever feel difference of color sense? ”, Japanese 
students who said yes are 100%, PSU student who said yes are 80%. 

Almost all students, both Japanese students and PSU students, answered “yes”.  
Next I asked that “when or where did you feel it?” Japanese student’s answers are 

that 30% of them do feel it from snack’s package, 30% of them from web, 20% of them 
from building. On the one side, PSU student’s answers are that 40% of them feel the 
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difference from snack’s package, 30% of them from web, 20% of them from building. 
These two questions tell us that both Iba U students and PSU students have recognition 
about difference in color sense between difference countries, but why? My topic for today 
is to discuss the reason why there are differences in color sense in different countries. I 
have two reasons about difference of color sense. 

First reason is that traditions make difference. I can rarely see snack package in 
United States that I can always see back in Japan. And I think that package color tone 
in japan resembles to jyuunihitoe’s color tone and kimono’s color tone. So that’s why I 
think different traditions build difference of color sense.  

2nd reason is because of the difference between life styles. I know that Japanese and 
American draw sun in different color. Japanese usually draw sun in red while 
Americans draw it in yellow. Also, when we ask that “how many rainbow color have?” 
Japanese will say that rainbow have 7 colors: purple, indigo blue, blue, green, yellow, 
orange, red.  But some other countries can recognize only 5 or 6 colors in rainbow. Thus, 
even if people see the same color, people have different color recognition depends on 
where they are from. Color sense is different depending on terrain and race. I thought 
that this is one of the reasons. And this reason makes difference of color sense and color 
combination.

Next, I will show you about “Japanese color dictionary”. “Japanese color” is 
traditional color and it has been widely used in Japan since Heian or Edo era. The 
Japanese colors are organized in an easy-to-understand in this dictionary. We can find 
most color used in Japanese packages in this dictionary. On the other hand, there are 
color dictionaries which are used in other countries. According to these dictionaries, 
there are many colors which are not used in Japan. But in America, a lot of interiors 
such as sofa, wall paper and web design use colors in this dictionary. This result showed 
us there is a color set that has been popular and familiar in different countries.  First I 
thought, tradition make difference of color sense and color combination. That is true.  
Why each country has different color of sense? I would introduce “sakura-mezumi-iro” 
from Japanese color dictionary. This color has light red color and grey or light black 
color. This color based on cherry flower that name is “sikkokuzakura”. This color 
combination is rare in America. 

But, in Japan, we can usually see this color combination. Japanese people feel very 
relieved and comfortable unconciously seeing this combination, because they feel it is 
natural to see cherry trees. thus, we can see that, color differences are involved in that 
country’s landform and vegetation. 
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HANAMI The difference of the flower viewing
Haruna SHINOHARA 

The trigger which I choose for this theme is an American cherry blossom festival. I 
knew this festival when I check it about exchange of Japan and America. I was 
astonished that the Japanese cherry blossom is in America. I wonder whether there is 
flower viewing culture in America apart from the International Cherry blossom Festival. 
First, I will introduce HANAMI. 

The Nara period is considered as the beginning of the Japanese flower viewing 
culture. During that time period, instead of the cherry blossom, the plum tree which 
was originally from China, was the mainstream of flower viewing. Cherry blossom 
started to become more popular for viewing during the Heian Period.  Aristocrats also 
started to plant cherry blossoms in their gardens around that time. The common people 
did not start to have a flower viewing culture until the Edo Period.  

What is it in America? 
Americans don’t have the traditional culture of flower viewing. Picnic is probably 

the most similar thing to HANAMI. Although there are also cherry blossom festivals in 
the United States, I still assumed that only very few Americans know about the 
HANAMI culture from Japan. 

In order to find out about American’s opinion on flower viewing in Japan and here, I 
did short interviews with several students. I asked three questions: 

1 Do you know Japanese HANAMI? 
2 What do you think about the difference of HANAMI and picnic? 
3 Have you been to International Cherry blossom Festival in Washington D.C.? 
As the result, I found out that my hypothesis was not right. They know about 

HANAMI, but only a few of them have been to the festival. The culture of flower viewing 
is not very common in the United States. They also think that a picnic is not similar to 
HANAMI, because the purpose of a picnic is eating rather than sightseeing. Therefore, 
HANAMI in United States is different from the one in Japan. 

Why don’t Americans have the Japanese flower viewing culture?  
I think there are two reasons for that. Religion is the first reason.  
Due to the wide spread of Shintoism, Japanese believe that gods are everywhere. 

Spirits are in everything, like a mountain, a river, a flower, and even a rock. Japanese 
believe god stays in cherry blossoms too, so they spend time with god and Cherry 
blossoms to purge their evil. There has been a tradition that people go out to hills and 
fields and love a flower in spite of Sakura since thousands of years ago. This is a totally 
different religion from Christianity in America and in Europe because Christian don’t 
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believe the existence of spirits in small things like flowers. Therefore, it is hard for 
people in America and Europe to appreciate flower viewing like Japanese people do. 

In my opinion, floral fragrance is another reason. Americans appreciate flowers 
with strong fragrance like roses, Carolina jasmine, and moonflower. However, Japanese 
people tend to choose to have picnics under cherry blossom trees or Prunus mume trees 
because they think that when you are around the strong fragrance, you can’t really 
relax. They think it is important to feel the nature instead of the strong and even 
unpleasant smell.  

In conclusion, I believe there is still Hanami in America. The only difference is that 
people in America and Japan appreciate flowers in different ways due to different 
cultures. 

Street Performance in the U.S. 
Kohei TOMINAGA 

In America, street performance is popular. However, in Japan it is not. I wonder 
why there are so many differences between the two countries. 
    (Differences of street performance) 
America 

The First Amendment gives the American people the right to freedom of expression. 
Therefore, they can have performances, such as suddenly singing a song, and dancing 
on the street etc. But there are places where you cannot have a performance. If you 
hinder traffic, including pedestrians, there is a $60 fine. 

I saw some street performances. There were many kinds of performances. For 
example, dancing near the Statue of Liberty, playing guitar in strawberry fields, harp 
and koto etc. They often put out a hat or box to collect money. 

A performance had just started, but there was already some money ($1~$10) in it 
beforehand. Why? I guessed they prepare some money on purpose. To put money in 
advance encourages people to also give money.  
         (Example: A performer in Central Park) 

A woman played the harp in Central Park. She was 60s years old, and had done 
street performance for 50 years. 

Her earnings each day totaled about $50.  On a good day, they totaled about $100. 
She also sold her CDs. They were $10 each. But she didn’t add the money she earned 
from her CDs into the hat. 
     ( Street Performance in Japan )   
People have the right to freedom of expression. But people mustn’t perform in public 
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places. They need the permission of a manager. However, Japanese people are rarely 
given permission to perform on the street. Many street performance festivals are held in 
Japan. Street performers in Japan also request tips. It is hard to do performance in 
Japan. It is not customary to tip for good service.  

The Japanese tip about 100yen~1000yen. 1000 yen is a good tip, therefore there is a 
saying “Give me a paper which can fold up”(paper=more than 1000yen) 
      (Variety of performance) 

Example: painting, playing a musical instrument, magic, singing, etc. In Times 
Square I saw a funny performance in which people took pictures with a 
cartoon-character’s costume. 

In America, the most common type of performance is musical performances, for 
example, playing the violin. In Japan, the most common type of performance is also 
musical performances, in addition to juggling. 
I thought America had many kinds of performances. 
       (Street Performance in Japan)  
    Tokyo 

‘Heavens Artist’ There is a rule that Tokyo allows performers to perform in Tokyo. It 
is called ‘Heavens Artist’.  They have to get approval to perform in Tokyo. In order to 
perform in Tokyo, performers must first be judged and gain approval. There are 
currently about 450 approved performers. 
    Mito 
‘Mito Machinaka Performer’ 
‘Mito Machinaka Performer’ is a website. 
It helps to connect performers who want to perform with organizers who hold events. 
It is managed by Mtosyoukoukaigisyo.
Many kinds of performer are registered. 
Currently there are about 100 registered performers. 
         (Conclusion) 

I have come to consider street performances in America a business. The purpose of 
a performer is to earn money. But not all performers feel that way, some performers 
simply want someone to hear or see their work. In contrast, performers’ in Japan’s 
primary purpose for performing is to entertain others, not to earn money. 

This difference may come from the differences in tipping between America and 
Japan. Americans usually tip. It is natural. However, Japanese people do not. For 
Japanese people, tipping is unnatural. If I compare American street performances to 
Japanese street performances, I think Japanese street performances are more sincere.     
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What is your favorite season? 

Moegi KUMAKI 
 “In spring, the dawn is the most beautiful moment of the day. As the light slowly 

shines over the hills, their outlines are dyed faint red and wisps of purplish cloud trail 
over them.” “In summer, the nights, not only when the moon shines, but on dark nights 
too, as the fireflies flit to and fro, and even when it rains, how beautiful it is!” 

This is a part of an essay written by Sei syounagon. She worked under a Japanese 
emperor about 1000 years ago. For ages, Japanese people have been in touch with the 
seasons, making a life together in the four seasons. I also feel the difference of the 
seasons coming around each year. Each of them has unique characteristics and smells, 
and that is very “interesting.”  

However, there are countries that have an everlasting summer or frigid winter 
throughout the year. When people living in those places experience the four seasons in 
Japan, what do they think of it? Will they still prefer to live with their own weather or 
the opposite? Also, how about the countries which have similar seasons to Japan? Is 
there a difference? 

In Japan, spring is the season when everything starts. Schools begin a new term to 
welcome freshmen, and companies start to take a step with new employees. 
Furthermore, cherry blossoms are something that come to mind first in Japan! All 
Japanese people love cherry blossoms and they make us happy when we see them. If 
you visit Japan during spring, you can see Ohanami everywhere. That’s why I think the 
Japanese tend to prefer spring. 

 On the other hand, I think Americans tend to prefer winter because there are 
important holidays like Christmas and the New Year. So, I collected questionnaires 
from both Japanese students and American students to examine my hypothesis.  

First, I asked 16 Japanese students, “Which season do you prefer?” Five people 
answered that they preferred spring. This is as many as people who are fond of summer 
and fall. Only one student answered “winter” because he likes the Christmas 
illuminations.

 Second, I had 23 PSU students help me by answering the same question. Four 
students chose winter, six chose spring, five chose fall, and seven chose summer, making 
it the most popular. It was surprising for me that there was an uneven amount of people 
who picked each season from both countries. 

 When I asked (1) favorite holiday, (2) favorite weather, (3) their hobbies when 
asking their favorite seasons, both student’s favorite holiday were almost Christmas or 
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the New Year which is held in winter. Some PSU students prefer Thanksgiving, as I 
thought, but I found that there is no relationship between favorite holidays and favorite 
seasons. All Japanese students like sunny weather except one student. He chose cloudy 
weather because he is allergic to ultraviolet rays, so it can be implied that he dislikes 
the sun.  

On the other hand, many American students said they like cloudy weather. 
Moreover, some of them like snowy weather and thunder storms. That was unexpected 
for me.  

I have noticed several things through my survey and spending time with Americans. 
It is very bright on a sunny day in America. There is less dust and no more than 30% 
humidity in the summer, compared to an average of 80% humidity in the summer time 
in Japan. That’s why I think American students prefer cloudy weather. 

 However, I often heard that this place receives heavy snow and it is terrible. 
Someone said he likes snow because classes might close but most Americans seem to 
like summer better than a long winter since they can do more outdoor activities. I found 
that the season they like largely depends on their land’s weather conditions.  

Meanwhile, Japanese and Americans have different reasons to celebrate holidays. 
Japanese enjoy Christmas because it is fun, but Americans enjoy Christmas stating, 
“Christmas and Thanksgiving are important time to spend with family.” 

 I read on the internet and found that it comes from a religious idea. According to 
the bible, God gave Eve to Adam to make “a family,” In such a way, Americans 
considered “family,” as what is given by God, something to cherish. However, nowadays 
it is more customary or cultural than religious. I was told that Christmas and 
Thanksgiving are holidays to express your appreciation for family. 

“There is no right answer for preferences,” So, I cannot see any differences between 
two countries’ student hobbies. For example, some students enjoy traveling, reading 
books, or playing video games, etc. There were also funny answers like this one; a girl 
loves burritos, so she wants to become a burrito. I think a Japanese person would never 
write this, so I cannot help but laugh!  

America and Japan are different countries. They have different cultures and speak 
different languages. However, I can understand that we are the same human beings and 
have the same experiences through this investigation.  

In spring, we feel a breath of new life. In fall, we enjoy good food or we like fall 
because we can wear fashionable clothes. Though, we prefer mild seasons for ourselves. 
Even if we live in different countries, we can share the same experiences, and I think 
there are always chances to get along with each other.  
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Students and Cars 
Anna TORIHATA 

<Introduction>
I often watch American movies and dramas. I’ve watched situations where high 

school students go to school by their own car in some American movies. However, things 
like this are impossible in Japan. I investigated Americans’ car life and Japanese 
people’s. And, I made a questionnaire to investigate. 20 PSU students and Ibaraki 
University students answered it.  
<Contents of questionnaire> 

Do you have a driver’s license? 
When did you get it? 
How long did it take? 
How much was the cost? 

Do you have your own car? 
What car do you want? 

<Speculation>
I expected that American’s rate of having a driver’s license is higher than the 
Japanese one. Because most states allow people to get a driver’s license at 16 years 
old. But in Japan, people can get it at 18. 
I expected that most people who have a license have their own car. Because America 
has vast territory, they need a car to go anywhere.  
I expected that Americans attach importance to appearance. For example, sport cars 
and luxury cars.  
<Conclusion>

( )In the case of PSU students ,16 people have a driver’s license. 4 people don’t have it. 
4 people got it when they were 16 years old. 3 people did it when they were 17 years 
old. 6 people did it when they were 18. 1 person did it when they were 19 years old. 1 
person had no answer. As for how many days it took to get a license, 8 people took 
between 1 and 14 days to get it. 3 people took between15 and 20 days. 1 person took 
between 30 and 40 days. 1 person took between 50 and 60 days. 2 people took more 
than 90 days. Next is the point of cost. For 7 people, it cost 100 to $150. For 2 
people, it cost 200 to $350. For 2 people it cost 500 to $600. For 1 person, it cost 
about 1000. 4 people had no answer. In the case of Ibaraki university students,11 
people have a driver’s license. 9 people don’t have it. 6 people got it when they were 
18. As for how long it took to get it, 3 people took between 15 and 20 days. 5 people 
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took between 30 and 40 days. 1 person took between 50 and 60 days. 1 person took 
more than 90 days to do it. Next is the point of cost. For all students, it cost between 

2500 and $3000. 
( )In the case of PSU students, 16 people have a driver’s license. 12 peoples have their 

own car. 4 people don’t have their own car. In the case of Ibaraki University students, 
11 people have a driver’s license. But only 3 people have their own car. 8 people don’t 
have one.  

( )In the case of PSU students,7 people want a car like a sports car. 5 people want a big 
car. In the case of Ibaraki University students9 people want a small car like a 
minicar.6 people want a medium size car. 

<Analysis> 
( )PSU students have a high percentage of holding a driver’s license. 80% of students 

have a driver’s license. The age at which one gets a driver’s license influences this 
conclusion. All students of both universities who don’t have a driver’s license want 
to get it. Time and cost are big problem for them.  

( )The reason that high percentages have their own car in PSU is that they need to use 
a car as a means of movement. Because America has very vast territory, from place 
to place is far and public transportation is less developed. On the other hand, public 
transportation is very developed in Japan.  

( ) In the case of PSU students, Functionality and big size are important for them. If 
they have a functional and big car, they can drive a long way in comfort. In the case 
of Ibaraki University students, before I surveyed, I expected small cars are the most 
popular in Ibaraki University, because a small car is economical. However, the 
reason is color and shape. 

Summary
Through the investigation, I feel there is a difference of ideas and national 
characteristics between American students and Japanese students.  
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